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Q.1-3.Which of the Phrases (1), (2) (3) and (4) given below each sentence should replace the 

phrases printed in bold in the sentence to make it grammatically correct. If the sentence is 

correct as it is given and no correction is required, mark (5) as the answer. 

Q.1. The amount of alimony awarded to a woman must be befit the status of parties and capacity 

of the spouse to pay maintenance, the Supreme Court has said. 

1-befitting the status off parties and capacity      2- befitted the status over party into capacitate 

3- befitting the status of parties and capacity        4- befits the status on parties or capacity 

5- No Correction Required 

Q.2. The US super-carrier will start joint exercises with Japan's navy, as the warship passes through 

the western Pacific after days across content which its whereabouts. 

1- days in of contents how its whereabouts                    2- day but contention over its whereabout 

3- days out and contention over its however abouts       4- days of contention over its whereabouts 

5- No Correction Required 

Q.3. The French consulate in New York, where thousands of expatriates was registered in cast 

ballots in their presidential election, was briefly evacuated following a bomb threat. 

1- expatriate were registered to cast ballots               2- expatriates were registered to cast ballots 

3- expatriate were register too cast ballots                 4- expatriates was registering to cast ballots 

5- No Correction Required 

Q.4-5. In each of the following sentences there are two blank spaces. Below each five pairs of 

words have been denoted by numbers (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5). Find out which pair of words can 

be filled in the blanks in order to make a meaningful sentence. 

Q.4. The Finance Minister of India said that India continues to be the fastest _____ major economy 

in the world and its growth will accelerate _____ due to factors like implementation of GST. 

1- grows-India     2-growing- further     3-vehicle-authenticity     4-bereave-farther      5- derelict-far 

Q.5. Mortality rate among start-ups in India is not alarming, and _____ success ratio is actually 

good and on ____with global trend, said an expert in information technology (IT) industry. 

1- its-power           2- their- par                3-there-poor           4-whose-frost             5- in-demand 

ANSWERS                                  Q.1(3), Q.2(4), Q.3(2), Q.4(2), Q.5(2) 

 

 

 


